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Denmark: 
 Yet another Hobie season with a pandemic cancelling many regattas. Although this year has been better 
accordingly to the number of events, compared to last season.  
The first regatta of the season took place on Amager, the island that is a part of Copenhagen. This is the 
only all classic Hobie 16 event in Denmark every year, and as the rest of the years it has been held, it was 
once again a success.  
Every year German regattas take a big part in the Danish calendar, especially the Super Sail Tour, but just as 
last season, it was cancelled. This meant, that for the first time in more than 10 years, the Danish Hobie 16 
class attended the biggest regatta in Scandinavia, Sail Extreme, held in Kerteminde.  
As of every year, the legendary 333 Cup was completed on the same waters as last year’s nationals. The 
main focus at this event is not always the racing on the water, as much as the food, drinks and good 
company on land.  
The Danish nationals was held in Skovshoved just north of Copenhagen in the end of august. It has almost 
been a tradition that Skovshoved Sejlklub organizes the nationals every other year, and just like the many 
times before, and hopefully in many years to come, the sailing, weather, and activities on land did not 
disappoint.  
Finally, Harboe Cup, a regatta that took place on the same time as the European championship. A regatta 
the Danish Hobie class has competed in for many years, in the middle of September, and the regatta that 
pretty much always concludes our Hobie sailing calendar.  
A total of 5 regattas was completed on Danish waters in the 2021 sailing season. Unfortunately, there has 
been a small reduction of participants at the regattas if we look back at the last two seasons but we are 
positive this will change when everything is approaching normality.  
 
France: 
In France: several dynamics exist, the biggest in the south of France where there are about 25 Hobie 16 and 
4/5 HC 14 sailing regularly (without participating in regattas), in Brittany there are also 20/25 Hobie sailing. 
In the rest of France the practice is less stable. Several explanations: the French Sailing Federation which 
removed the HC 16 from the support for young people, NACRA 15 now. 
I find that Hobie dealers no longer offer anything for catas, only for kayaks or paddleboards, it's an 
economical choice. I started to reconnect with them to relaunch a dynamic. On this subject in the south we 
relaunched Fleet 344, at the last regatta there were 18 Hobies out of the 23 boats that made up this group. 
The objective of the AFHC will be to work locally with a dealer, a club and a person from the office to move 
the practitioners, our National in Cannes must allow around thirty HC 16s to come and compete. Plus the 
HC 14, TIGER, WILD CAT and others... not to mention the little ones who can sail on the T1 or HC14 turbo, 
twissy. 
 
Several French crews have positioned themselves to participate in the world championship, around 10 
crews. Some will come to Germany for the European. This year we are starting with 30/35 active members 
(in January 2021 we were 5), the advantage in France is that we have several big regattas (Brittany, Atlantic, 
Med) which bring together a lot of Hobies. We are going to organize in 2023 a kind of Hobie gathering, 
animations, raids, it will not be a regatta. 
We have ideas, but the yard and the dealers need to be more dynamic to relaunch the catamaran activity. 
 
Germany: 
In 2021 the German Hobie Class Association nationals took place as Multinationals at Lake Garda. Most of 
the other bigger events were cancelled. However, some smaller regattas took place during the summer. In 
total we counted ten regattas for Hobie 16 and five for Hobie 14, mainly in the north of Germany, which 
took place with different restrictions.  
In total our Hobie 16 ranking list consists out of 61 skippers of which half did sail only one regatta. For the 
Hobie 16 Worlds 2022 we therefore decided, to use our 2019 ranking list for the allocation of prequalified 
spots. The Hobie 14 ranking list consists out of 17 skippers of which half did sail only one regatta.  



The Hobie 16 U21 ranking list consists of 13 skippers.  
For 2022 many regattas are planned, and we hope that most of them will take place.  
There was no sailing in the TiWi class going on. The class is not existent in Germany anymore.  
The new “Jahrbuch”, which is being published once a year is highly approved by the members. We also 
published it this year.  
The Appendix E was not used in 2021. 
 
Holland: 
Unfortunately, as in 2020, Hobie sailing was heavily impacted by COVID-19 measures in 2021 as well. As a 
class association, we are dependent on clubs and event organisers to host the actual activities and unclarity 
and unpredictability around COVID-19 measures led to a (very) limited number of events. Two major events 
in the Netherlands, Round Texel and North Sea Regatta, were both cancelled. Most activities were limited 
to local initiatives like club competitions and youth sail training & education.  
We were lucky to host a Dutch Hobie Nationals in Wassenaar in 2021. The number of participants was a 
positive surprise, sailing conditions were near perfect and it was very nice to see that Dutch Hobie legends 
like Vincent Huntelman and Rogier Duijndam participated with their next generation offspring. And 
performing very well indeed! 
The class association is in a fierce discussion with our NA (Watersportverbond) concerning the obligation to 
buy a starting permit for participating in class events. So far, we held on to our opinion class membership 
and club membership (associated with the NA) are mandatory for competing in our Nationals. The NA has 
left it to our discretion to “sell” starting permits on top of that, but tends to move to their opinion to make 
this obligatory. We do not agree on this, and it could be we will not name our Dutch Nationals (Nederland’s 
Kampioenschap) as such. We would regret this, but it is impossible for us to add another obligatory fee for 
the sailors only to participate in our championships. Coming months will show how this develops.  
For 2022 we expect to host our Dutch Nationals again and it is also expected that all major events will take 
place again. Last week. COVID-19 measures were alleviated significantly, making it possible to meet each 
other again on and off the water! 
 
Italy: 
Year 2021 has been almost a good year in consideration of pandemic effects. We've done almost all the 
regattas in the calendar and the participation was also good, thanking the youth teams which are very 
active. Also, the unofficial activity of local fleets was good, and we hope it will become official. 
 
Jersey: 
All events were raced during a busy year for the Fleet, including the Spring, Summer and Winter 
series along with good Hobie turnouts in the RCIYC Spring Regatta and the Jersey Regatta. The 
highlight of the year was the 30th Anniversary of the Channel Islands Hobie Cat Championships held end of 
July, a record 35 entrants raced including several top ranked UK teams who came to the Island to 
participate in the weekends Championships racing which provided excellent sailing 
conditions over both days and buzzing social events to celebrate the auspicious occasion. 
The distance race to Jersey’s most southerly Minquiers reef in August was well attended, the crews enjoyed 
a BBQ leaving just their footprints on the sand at this pristine reef before racing back to Jersey on the 
second leg. 
There were regular training events for both H/Dragoons and H16 ‘B’ Fleet from March to December, 
Andrew Boyd kindly came over from the UK and delivered and excellent weekends H16 training at the end 
of October. 
Promotional H/Fleet ‘Open Days’ weren’t held due grouping restrictions in the year. It is intended to 
run some this year to encourage interest and potential new members. 
Junior teams raced in the Hobie Europeans Dragoon Championships in Catalonia and gained much 
experience from the event. 
6 Junior helms have stepped up to H16 racing for the Winter series after several years racing 
Dragoons. The next cycle, attracting new young sailors to the Dragoon programme to fill any vacant spaces 
will begin this Spring. 
The Fleets main event sponsors/partners remain in place for 2022. 
The year finished off with the Fleets Annual Christmas lunch in December and Prize Giving held at 



the RCIYC where over 70 enthusiastic Hobie sailors of all ages celebrated another excellent year of Hobie 
racing and activity on and off the water. 
 
Sweden: 
The Swedish Hobie association has reduced numbers of members slightly during 2021 and has now a mind-
blowing number of 10 members. As before the majority of the Hobie sailors are situated in Stockholm. 
Except for the Hobie 16 we don’t have any other organized Hobie classes in Sweden at the moment. Most 
of the Hobie 16 in Sweden sail without spi. Most Hobie Tiger and WildCat sailors are members in the F18 
association since 2005.We did not have any youth program during 2021. 
The problem we face is persuading people to join the association as most of the sailors are happy to sail 
within their local clubs and they don't feel the need to be organized.  
There are just a few teams that are interested in international competition. 
 
Portugal: 
Our 2021 Calendar has been suspended most time of the year due to Covid restrictions imposed by 
Portuguese government and health organizations. 
As a result, our fleet has been quite inactive and has lost most of its dynamics since the beginning of the 
pandemic. 
We are now planning to restart our activities but, as usual, after a long period of inactivity, it will take some 
time before we reach the pre-pandemic dynamics. 
Despite being vaccinated, some members are still reluctant to socialize, as there have been many cases of 
infected people even with complete vaccination. 
Also as a consequence of the economic and financial crisis caused by the pandemic, some associates have 
sold their HCs, meaning that we have a long way to go to get our fleet back in full swing. 
Number of participants have been dropped over the last 2 years, meaning we currently have only 12 active 
Hobbies. We are sending proof of payment of EHCA fees accordingly. 
We are now putting in place a comprehensive plan to boost our fleet by means of: 
� Open Sailing days with the aim of attracting young sailors 
� Technical journeys to enable improvement the art of sailing and boat maintenance among our 
members 
� Improve external communication to increase our visibility and attract more members, partners and 
sponsorships 
meaning we sincerely hope to be able to comply with 2022 Activity  
 
Plan.Poland: (admin) 
After a couple of years with disputes among the Polish members, the board of the PHCA stepped down and 
the Association had to be dissolved at the beginning of February.  
On the 21st of February 2022 an eager group of sailors was granted a new Polish Fleet to take care of the 
situation and to make it possible for the Polish Hobie sailors to go racing again as a part of IHCA with full 
membership privileges. Congratulations!! 
 
Russia: (admin) 
There has almost been no communication from our Russian sailor. It must be difficult to keep being hooked 
as single Hobie team on a lake in a big country with travel limitations. 
 
Austria: No report received. 
Belgium: No report received. 
Greece: No report received. 
Spain: No report received. 
UK: No report received. 
 
 
 
 
 



EHCA year 2021 – overview 
2021 was a hectic year with lot of things ongoing almost simultaneously which contributed considerable to 
the amount of working hours we had to spent. 
 
The Corona related postponement of the Europeans in Spain meant that several classes had to be cancelled 
due to lack of entries. Also, the Dragoon entries were critical low, so the Executive Committee decided to 
offer a travel support to the young sailors to “rescue” the class and the event and to encourage the young 
sailors to continue racing.  6 teams in total took the offer. 
15 Masters competed on the water and there were 16 HC14 registered, but unfortunately only half of them 
showed up at the event. The Open category had one of the lowest numbers of competing teams ever, only 
39 teams went racing. The qualifying series were abandoned, and all teams went directly to the Gold Fleet. 
 
The hosting club ended with a budget in red numbers due to the few entries, so the EHCA also decided to 
support the social activities by paying dinner and a drink at 2 occasions to ensure a level as close to what 
the competitors are used at Hobie Europeans. The bad economy resulted in the club being unable to pay 
the agreed 10% of the entry fees to the EHCA. 
 
 Then came with short notice the request for membership lists from the IHCA and a frustrating month were 
spent on the attempt to collect the required details. 
 
Next hurdle was the raise in IHCA fees. Considerable hours went with correspondence to and from the 
European nations explaining and arguing for having to raise the amount of EHCA fees accordingly. 
 
The postponement of the HC16 Worlds did not exactly lower the hours needed to fulfill the administrative 
tasks of EHCA. 
 
Though, it seems like some light has started shimmering at the end of the tunnel. Corona related 
restrictions are slowly lifted almost all over Europe and fewer events than in 2020 had to be cancelled. 
The Presidents and other volunteers are doing a fantastic effort to return to “normal” conditions and the 
members are slowly returning to the sport here in 2022.  
 
 
 
The total number of EHCA members went from 750 in 2020 to 471 in 2021 
 
Nations in good standing: 
Austria 
Belgium 
Royal Channel Islands 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Great Britten 
Greece 
Holland 
Italy 
Spain 
Sweden 
Poland 
Portugal 
 
 


